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Freedom What Now?
►

‘Freedom’ Movements in Canada
►

Western Separatism

►

Yellow Vest Convoy

►

Other Failed Initiatives (attempted convoys)
►

►

Most predicated on anti-liberal, anti-government
mentality, White Supremacy and Extreme
Conservatism

The Freedom Convoy was a

Freedom for whom?
►

►

Convoy Beginnings: Declared Motivation
►

A general intolerance for Covid related restrictions including restrictions on workers and mask
mandates.

►

Tied the mandates to an existing mistrust of government, hatred of PM Trudeau

►

James Bauder and Sandra Bauder, initial organisers, claimed James was contacted by ‘God’ to
resist a ‘treasonous’ government.

Goals
►

End all Covid Related Mandates and get “truckers” back to work

►

Negotiate the resignation of the Liberal Government with the Senate and Opposition
(Conservative Party)

Freedom for whom?
►

►

►

Arrival in Ottawa On January 28, 2001
►

Organisers had planned to submit their signed "memorandum of understanding“ to the
Senate of Canada and Governor General Mary Simon.

►

The memorandum was posted on the Canada Unity website in mid-December 2021 and
publicly available until its February 8 retraction.

►

After the retraction, organisers said they “supported the democratic process”

Initial Police Response
►

Police responded to the convoy as facilitators

►

Some police were recorded offering messages of support to the protesters

Other Occupations around Canada popped up

Freedom for
whom?
►

This photo is from January 29th

►

Organizers claimed it was a party atmosphere
and they were there to help unify Canada by
getting rid of mandates

►

Organizers Stated from the beginning that
they were not leaving until mandates were
ended (despite mandates are Provincial
responsibility)

►

Initially this seemed like many other political
protests but had some undesirable elements
from the beginning

Early Controversies

Impact on Ottawa residents
►

Protesters were a patchwork of groups that represented anti-vax, anti-mandate,
anti-liberal, white supremacist and extremist groups.
►

►

The group displayed very little concern over the impact of the protest on local citizens

As the Protest drug on, Ottawa Citizens reported:
►

harassment against LGBTQ/racialized communities

►

Threats of violence

►

Protesters demanded food from shelters and food banks

►

Refusing to abide by mandates in public places (shops, restaurants, etc.)

►

Constant noise of truck horns that were being activated as part of the protest

►

Poor air quality due to constant

Impact on Ottawa: Policing
Response
►

Initially, the policing response was to simply facilitate the protesters entering the
city and finding spots for the trucks to park.

►

While many protesters left after the initial weekend, others settled in for a long
occupation, catching police seemingly unprepared.

►

The volume of complaints and behaviour of the protesters overwhelmed the
Ottawa police who seemed reluctant/unable to enforce even the most basic
regulations and laws. Protesters began to Police themselves and Citizens reported
feeling powerless.
►

Police also suspected that protesters had guns and ammunitions hidden in their trucks.

A Quasi State of Exception?
►

For Citizens of downtown Ottawa their political and physical existence was governed, albeit
temporarily, by a clandestine organisation that had little care for their political or physical
rights.

►

A quasi State of Exception?

►

►

Usually a state of exception is instigated by state efforts to marginalise & alienate an “unreliable” group of
people. This instance seems to be the opposite. The truckers were seeking to unshackle themselves from the
laws and regulations of the ruling government.

►

By claiming that their actions were a response to political & physical victimisation, truckers gave themselves
a self decreed justification to reject law and regulations, establishing a quasi state of exception in Ottawa
that encompasses supporters and citizens alike.

Where were the Ottawa police?
►

Up to 19 days after the occupation, Ottawa police were ineffective

►

Police Chief first asked federal government for 1800 extra police officers to be brought in, when that
was denied, the Ottawa police chief resigned.

Resolution of the Occupation
►

Step 1: the Emergencies Act
►

History
►

Replaced problematic War Measures Act

►

A more constitutional friendly act

►

Never Used before Ottawa Occupation

►

GoFundMe campaign was frozen by GFM – Foreign funding of violent/insurgent group

►

The Legislation
►

Gave Federal Government powers to intervein in provincial security measures

►

Finances of the leaders and participants were frozen and laws allowed for confiscation of Assets

►

Created “No Go Zones” around the Parliament and important areas in ottawa

Resolution of the Occupation
►

Once the Emergencies Act was enacted:
►

1500 Police were brought in from across the country
►

Police and Child Protection officers distributed letters to protesters warning of forethcoming
police action

►

Leaders of the Occupation were identified and arrested first

►

Trucks and vehicles were towed/removed from Downtown

►

Riot Police pushed protesters off main streets / erected fences.

►

Occupation came to an end without any major resistance.

Competing Claims of Victimhood
►

Ottawa Residents
►

Lack of Police Response

►

Noise Complaints

►

►

►

►

Convoy Protesters
►

Claimed illegitimacy of Liberal
Government

►

Restrictions on Employment

►

Covid & Masking Mandates

►

Political Repression & Emergency Powers
Act

Environmental Complaints
Intimidation
Hate Crimes

Competing Claims of Victimhood
►

Why is this analysis important?
►

Perceived Political Victimisation vs. Physical & Environmental Victimisation

►

Perceived Victimisation supported by Fascist movements / Foreign funding
►

Disinformation campaigns

►

Denialism
►

Covid

►

Harms related to the Occupation

Competing Claims of Victimhood
►

Conclusions
►

Increased in political divisiveness are resulting in primary victimisation of others

►

Political and Social division is becoming a real threat to political/policing legitimacy that
can result in lawlessness.

►

Foreign political interference (in this case from the United States) is a real threat to
political stability even in relatively stable countries like Canada.

